Thank you

A very special thank you to LTSC’s supporters for grants and donations received between January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021.

### $100,000 and up
- Aratani Foundation
- David Brown Foundation
- California Community Foundation
- California Department of Education

### $10,000-$49,999
- AAI Community Fund
- Anonymous (3)
- Bank of America Charitable Foundation
- Be The Match Foundation
- Capital One
- Cathay Bank
- Citi Community Development
- Enterprise Community Partners
- Akira Fujimoto
- The Paul S. Honda Foundation
- Hoops for Friends
- Matsuco and Masao Iriyama

### $5,000-$9,999
- Chris and Doug Aihara
- American Business Bank
- Anonymous
- City of Los Angeles
- Ernest and Kiyoko Doizaki
- Eagle, Globerman and Kodama Foundation
- Edison International
- Myron Gee and Ann Ogawa Gee
- Give In May
- Hakidori Fund at the East Bay Community Foundation
- Nancee (Uyeda) and Roy Iketani
- Akira and Hisako Imamura

### $1,000-$2,499
- Lynn Miyamoto and Kevin Kroeker
- MUFF Union Bank
- National CAPACD
- Sansei Legacy
- SoCalGas
- Julie Sunabe
- Sandra Toshiyuki
- Verizon Foundation
- Wescom Credit Union’s WeCare Foundation
- Jerry and France Wong
- Dave and Saeko Yanai
- Eda Yu
- Zuma Trading, Inc.

### Anonymous (2)
- American Business Bank
- Anonymous (11)

### $2,500-$4,999
- Kansha Fund
- National CAPACD
- Sansei Legacy
- SoCalGas
- Zuma Trading, Inc.

### $50,000-$99,999
- AAPI Civic Engagement Fund
- Annenberg Foundation
- Archstone Foundation
- Asia Pacific Health Services
- California Endowment
- California Housing Authority
- California Health Care Foundation
- California WellFund
- City of Los Angeles
- Coalition of Los Angeles Neighborhoods
- Combined Federal Campaign
- Consulate General of Japan
- CTBC Bank
- Don and Cheryl Kikkawa

### $2,000-$4,999
- Anonymous
- Bank of America Charitable Foundation
- Capital One
- Cathay Bank
- Citi Community Development
- Enterprise Community Partners
- Akira Fujimoto
- The Paul S. Honda Foundation
- Hoops for Friends
- Matsuco and Masao Iriyama

### $10,000-$49,999
- AAPI Community Fund
- Anonymous (3)
- Bank of America Charitable Foundation
- Be The Match Foundation
- Capital One
- Cathay Bank
- Citi Community Development
- Enterprise Community Partners
- Akira Fujimoto
- The Paul S. Honda Foundation
- Hoops for Friends
- Matsuco and Masao Iriyama
- JA Community Foundation
- Kambara Family Fund
- Don and Cheryl Kikkawa
- Ken and Karen Kikkawa
- LA84 Foundation
- Local Initiatives Support Corporation
- Los Angeles County Arts Commission
- National Association for Latino Community Asset Builders
- Santa Monica Nikkei Hall Fund
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- Hoops for Friends
- Matsuco and Masao Iriyama
- JA Community Foundation
- Kambara Family Fund
- Don and Cheryl Kikkawa
- Ken and Karen Kikkawa
- LA84 Foundation
- Local Initiatives Support Corporation
- Los Angeles County Arts Commission
- National Association for Latino Community Asset Builders
- Santa Monica Nikkei Hall Fund
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- Capital One
- Cathay Bank
- Citi Community Development
- Enterprise Community Partners
- Akira Fujimoto
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- Hoops for Friends
- Matsuco and Masao Iriyama
- JA Community Foundation
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- Ken and Karen Kikkawa
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- Los Angeles County Arts Commission
- National Association for Latino Community Asset Builders
- Santa Monica Nikkei Hall Fund

My heart breaks for the Asian community and everything you’re being forced to endure on TOP of everything else. Just wanted to say I see you, I hear you and I appreciate everything you’re doing to help support this important and impactful community. I hope this monthly donation helps in some way.
Thank you for all the work you do to support the Asian American community!

Mabel Fujita Harman
Health Net, Inc.
Deanne and Keith Herbers
Jerry and Sue Herbers
Frank and Betty Hiji
Lloyd Inui
Seiji and Nell Ithara
Ito/Ando Family
Ron and May Kato
Jane and Harry Kawahara
Sheldon and Naomi Kawahara
Randy, Audrey, Kristen, and Kevin Kiehm
Kinecta Community Foundation
Wayne and Jerrilyn Kiyokane
Colleen and Edward Kobayashi
Chris Komai and Qris Yamashita
Michael Komai
Hank and Julie Koning
Roy and Aileen Kozaki
Lavender
Vien Le
Little Tokyo Community Health Fair
Jason Lorcher
Susan Maki
Earnest Masumoto
Rev. George and Kay Matsubayashi
Jerry and Maria Matsukuma
Bob and Teresa Matsushita
Diana and Yoshi Matsushita
Judy Matsuzaki
John and Sally Mitani
Richard and Masako Murakami
Mike Murase and June Hibino
The Kenichi and Takayo Nakase Family Foundation
Debra Nakatomi and Bob Miyamoto
Margaret Narumi
Eileen Nawa
Netflix
John Nojima
Shigetoshi Nonogaki
Michael and Margie Odanaka
John Okita and Michiko Yamamoto
Tadao Okui
Jennifer Okutake
Lee and Lorraine Ouye
PayPal Giving Fund
Richard Quon
Eileen Rodenhizer
Lloyd Kajikawa and Silvina Rubinstein
Bradley and Allyson Sakai
Glenn and Donna Sanada
Taeko Schaeffer
Minako and Robert Ferrante
Kayoshi Shoda
Phil Smith
State Bank of India (California)
Steven Yee / Wood Island Media
Lisa Sugino and Jay Rosenthal
Grant Sunoo and Emily Mayeda
Kate Suyetsugu
Martin and Karen Tachiki
Don and Jocelyn Tahara
Cathy and Masaru Tanaka
Jeremy Tochihara, Boy Scout Troop 719
Richard Tso
Dahni Tsuboi and Pete Manzo
Kaz and Cynthia Uemura
Hiro Watanabe Foundation
Norman and Nora Yamauchi
Garrett Yanai
Donald Yee
Yogi-Carroll Fund of Horizons Foundation
Arturo Yoshimoto
Leonard and Marsha Young
Haobo Yu

$500-$999
Abbott Laboratories
Cynthia Abrams
Ronald Amate
Amazon Smile
Anonymous (4)
Apple Inc.
Karen Bronson
Mark and Janet Brown
Michiyo Bourke
Elizabeth Burton
The Capital Group Companies
Charitable Foundation
Masatoshi Chiba
Deborah Ching and Mark Mayeda
Brenton Chuck
Kimiko Dager
Toan Dang
Samantha de Castro
Jeffrey and Lorraine Dochzen
Mark and Tracey Doi
The Durfee Foundation
FTI Consulting
Raymond Fuji
Joyce Fujimaki
Dina Furumoto
Kirsten Grimm
Shashi Hanuman
Akira Hatori
Florence Hayashi
Maya Hayashi and Michael Taila
Eric Hernandez
Judge Ernie Hiroshige
Sandee Hiyake
Ronny Ho
Ami Hongo, L’Oeuf Poche
Peter Huang
Edward Imwinkelried and Cindy Clark
Yoe Inabu
Paul Inakasu
Chris Inouye
Leslie Ito and Steve Wong
Yumi Iwama
Ken and Bonnie Kasama
Suzy Katsu
Jean and Karl Kawakami
Daniel and Kari Kelley
Helen Kim
Steve and Akemi Kaynegt Leon
Glenn and Joyce Komatsu
Kubota Mortuary
Emily Kuwahara
Komako and Bradley Leland
Loyola Marymount Nikki
Student Union
Kathy and Mark Masaoka
Jim and Patsy Matsushita
Kenyon Mayeda and I-Wen Lai
Dave and Terri Mitani and Family
Yoko Miyagawa
Sandie and Dean Mochnig
Dee Montealvo
Mariko Motoyama
Paul Murata
Mutual Trading Co., Inc.
Ryotaro and Megumi Nakamura
Sharon and Robin Nakazaki
Patricia Nicholson
Tami and Nori Nishida
Jon and Janice Nishimori
Barbara Nishimoto
Jean and Richard Nishimoto
Susan Omori
Craig and Cindy Ogawa
Michelle Ojiri
Susan Oka
Jeri Okamoto
Roxanne Ong
Jeanette and Don Onishi
Ryan and Denise Onishi
Susan Osa
Ronald Osborne
Janice Oshiro
Kaz Ota
PlayStation Cares

Up to $499
+With Friends
AAPI SoCal, Rutt’s Hawaiian Cafe Fundraiser
Aisha Abdali
George and Helen Abe
Kristen and Rob Abergas
Sofia Abuda
Jacqueline Acker
Jennifer Adachi
Megan Adler
Mark Afam
Trix Agiao
Sidra Ahmad
Toshie and Syed Ahmed
Riki Aihara
Yaeo Aihara
Caryn Aizawa
Marsha Aizumi
Ted Akahori
Mitzi and George Akamine
Evan Akashi
Kaitlyn Akiyama
Shayan Alam
Anita and Fred Alamshaw
Kathleen Albert

Thank you for your dedication – especially during these challenging pandemic times. Blessings to the Staff and Volunteers!

Jason and Rachelle Samson
Kitty Sankey
Carol Sato
Jeff and Reina Schaffer
Margaret and Ken Shimada
Mark and Raquel Shimizu
Paul and Kay Shishima
Joanna and Kevin Su
Gregg Suzukawa
Chris and Janet Taga
Esther Taira
Kelly and Rintaro Takasu
Lori Takatani-Hara
Rudelle and Kenneth Tan
George Tanaka
Linda Tanamachi
Anne Torney

Chelsea Alburger
Brandon Alcaraz
Mayra Alcaraz
Nancy Alcaraz
Stephanie Alcaraz
Elizabeth Alcaraz-Cervantes
Laurny Alejo
Rev Alejo
Jordyn Alexander
Adam Alix
Courtney Allen
Janee Allsman
Young and Eiko Amano
Amgen
Mikako and Ali Amin
Tanvi Anand-Kumar

2021 SUPPORTERS
2021 SUPPORTERS
I love Budokan’s mission to provide space for the community to congregate, play sports, meet, and a way to bring people out to Little Tokyo to bring vibrancy back to the community.

This donation is in support of Little Tokyo seniors. Please designate our donation toward the self-defense classes for seniors against anti-AAPI hate.

Michelle Fantus
Dante Federici
Karina Fernandez
Jade Ferrell
Alfa Fetyani
MicheleFincher
Dana Fitzgerald
Brian Flach
Cynthia Flores
Sumi and John Foley
Monifa Foluke
Cindy Fong
Jetty and Miller Fong
Xiomara Forbez
Santino Fortino
Xiomara Forbez
Jetty and Miller Fong
Monifa Foluke
Cindy Fong
Jetty and Miller Fong
Xiomara Forbez
Santino Fortino
Alexandra Fradin
Thank you for all of the amazing work that you do!

Anna Glenn
Yas and Nancy Gohata
Gisele Goldwater-Feldman
Google
Mark Gosselin
Lori Gottlieb
Allen and Gayle Goya
Paul Goyne
Ada and Rob Grace
Kayla Graff
James Grau
Kimberly Graziani
Ryan Grossman
Rosemary Guerin
Robert Guffin
Peter Guinto
Brent Gutierrez
Stephanie Haber
Nancy Hagan
Yas Hagihara
Sumiye Hamada
Grace Hamada
Jeffrey and Carol Hamamoto
Nancy Hamamoto
Glenn Hamanaka and Teresa Itokazu
Geraldine Hamane
Jo Ann Hamasaki
Ellis Hamburger
Rebecca Han
Dylan, Ryan, and Jonas Hanami
Christopher Hansen
Timbonicus Hansen
William Hansen
Mark Hara
Teryn Hara
Lynn Harada
Danny and Doreen Haramoto
Brittany Hardin
Mieko Harrington
Jessica Harte
Lisa Hasegawa
Mark Hashima
Machiko Hashimoto
Izumi Hashimoto
Jerry and Kinuko Hashimoto
Leiton Hashimoto
Maya Hashimoto
Sande Hashimoto
Stanley Hashioka
Barbara Haskin
Mark Hausknacht
Dee A. Hayashi
Ken and Colleen Hayashi
Steven Hayashi
Wesley Hayashi
Rachel He
Will Heidrich
Ava Herbrick
Lane Hering
Alison Herman
Antonio Hernandez
Jennifer Hernandez
Caitlin Herrity
Emily Hertzberg
Bryan Heshiki
Shirley Hibino
Sadie and Fred Hifumi
Kerin Higa
Michiko Higa
Linda Hijj
Shirley Hijirida
Tamara Hilmes
Alan Hino
Bryan Hino
Amelia Hintz
Atsuko Hirai
Kiyomi Hirai
Mark and Sharlene Hirai
Byron Hirata
Patricia Hirata
Duane and Joy Hirayama
Leona Hirayanagi
Cynthia Hirokawa
Crystal Hirose
Bob and Kay Hirose
Janet Hiroshima
Donna Hirota
Mimi Ho
Bang Hoang
Rudy Hodgson
CJ Hoke
JD Hokoyama
Jasmine Holland
Meghan Holtan
Diane Honda
Leslie and Travis Honda
Melvin Honda
Jangmi Hong
Ashley Honna
Kate Hopp
Bryan and Kathryn Hori
Janet Hori
Aki and Liz Horiechi
Joe Horie
Cecilia Hoshiko
Benjamin Hosley
Tracy Hou
Yuko Howe
Jason Hoy
Yoko Hozumi
Suzie Hsi
Andrew Hsiang
Christine and Denny Huang
Christopher Huang
Heidi Huerta
Jessica Huey
Malika Hunasikatti
Gillian Hunt
Daniel Huynh
Gina Hyers
Art Ichinose
Junko Ido-Graybill
Fred and Tina Ige
Iida Family
George Iino
Edna Ikeda Horiuchi
Brian Ikeda
Junko Ikeda
Kelley and Cliff Ikeda
Jon and Vickie (Ikeguchi) Hasegawa
Douglas Ikeni
Stephen Ikkanda
Allyson Imai
Randall Imai
Holly Imamura
Luca Pietrosanti and The Shohara Family via +With Friends
David Inoue
Brenton Inouye
Kenichi Inouye
Kelly Ireland
Chrys Ishida
Patricia Ishida
Jane Ishii
Tracy Ishimaru
Tom Ishimine
Joyce Ishimoto
Sau Wah Ishizuka
Rebecca Isomoto
Lance and Sally Itto
Noriki and Janet Itto
Scott Itto and Nan Lee
Tamotsu Tom Itto
Dolly Itto Osii and Rick Oishi
Paul H. Iwahashi
T. Roy and Margo Iwami
Hank and Joy Iwamoto
Marc Iwamoto
Bruce Iwasaki and Evelyn Yoshimura
Hisamori Iwashita
Ellyn Iwata
Harold and Carol Iwata
Gary T. Izumi
Garrett Jackson
Jesse Jacobsen
Jafm Software
Nicolle Jane
Japantown Community Congress of San Jose
Sarah Jaques
Marissa Jasso
Sam Janye
Jenks
Hillary Jenkins
Young Jeung
Dwayne Johnson
Scott and Kari Johnson
Kate Johnstone
Edward Jones
Jana Jones
Kaelen Jones
Bak Jong
Love Jonson
Heidie Joo Burwell
Angela Jorgensen
Lauren Jose
Justine Jose
Dinesh Potwari
Kris Joyce
Judith Jue
Diane and Larry Jung
Kay Kaanapu
Tomoaki Kadono
Sachiko Kajiyama
Alice Kaku
Gregory Kame

One of my church members, who is a nonagenarian, was hesitant to get the covid vaccination. It didn’t matter what I said, she was still reluctant. Then, LTSC came around to her residence. She got signed up and got the vaccine without a fuss! I am so grateful!! Thank you!!

Randy and Kathy Furushiro
Carol Furutani
Warren and Lisa Furutani
Sarah Gainer
Michela Galante
James Gallagher
Kathleen Galli
Joyce Gallo
Karol Galvez
Aura Gamez
Rohit Gandhi
Elaine and Danny Ganiko
He Gao
David Garcia-Palao Agreda
Alexandra Garland
Caitlin Gattuccio
Andrew Ge
Ling Ge
Gloria Gee
Peter Gee
Bridge Geerlings
Kim Geron
Karen Gibson
Alison Gills
Janet and Keith Gillespie
Shola Giwa

Thank you for all of the amazing work that you do!
The enclosed check is one of the stimulus payments we recently received. During these difficult times we have been blessed to have all our needs met. Please use this donation to help provide for the needs of the children/families and individuals you serve through your covid-19 relief fund. Thank you for your dedication and commitment to improving the lives of so many in the Little Tokyo community.
Deanna Matsumoto and Tor Ormseth
Don Matsumoto
Glenn Matsumoto
Takeshi and Hiroko Matsumoto
Traci Matsumoto
Emily Matsumura
Judd Matsunaga
Carol Matsunaga and Steve Ogasa
Dr. Jon and Stephanie Matsunaga
Alvin Matsuno
Dana and Masami Matsuno
Martha Matsuoka
Vivian Matsushige
Yuhi Matsushita
Elizabeth Maxey
Lisa-Ann Mayeda
William Mayeda
Nathan Mayeda
Alycea McCarthy
Katherine McCravy
David McDonough
Justin McGoldrick
Kazue and Rob Roy McGregor
Neil McGuffin
Mollie McHugh
Colette McIntyre
Amanda McLaughlin
Tenaya Medeiros
Chelsea Medina
Sadie and Aigie Medina
Medtronic
Marisa Melissinos
Monica Menez
Anne Merkert
Christine Merrill
Callum Merriman
Tanya Messmer
Cassandra Michel
Microsoft Rewards/Give with Bing
Carmen Middleton
Mackenzie Miers
Jason Miguel
Shirley Mikami
Masako Miki
Claudia Miller
Tatsuo Minamoto
Art and Margie Mio
Michael Mio
Richard Mipana
Kris Miranda
Evelyn Mitari
Carol Miyahira
Amy Miyakawa
Mr. and Mrs. Mits Miiyakawa
Veronica Miyakawa
Yasu Miyamoto
Nobuko Miyamoto Betserai
Victor and Meriko Miyamoto
Gail and Thomas Miyasaka
Mike and Wendy Miyashima
Jed Miyashiro
Marivic A. Miyashita
Robert Miyatake
Maddie Miyoshi
Kiyomi D. Mizukami
Grace Mizushima
Marcus Mizushima
Naomi Mizushima
Mr. and Mrs. Sadao Mochidome
Wendy Mochizuki
Meryl Mohan
Rafael Moises
Do Momoto
Terrie Monaghan and Brian Coleman
Noe Montas
Philip Montesinos
Carrington Moore
Bernadette Morales
Ellen Morgan
Carole Mori
Richard and Patricia Mori
Katsuko Morita
Walter and Carrie Morita
Yoshiko Morohoshi
Ashley Morris
Christine Motch
Eve Motherer
Ken and Priscilla Mui
Joanne Mukai
Nancy and Mark Munekata
Robert Munford
Zachary Munroe
Grace Murakami
Jeff and Christine Murakami
Michiko Murakami
Tak and Grace Murase
Nicole Murph
Hannah Murray
Jordan Mylet
Damon Nagami
Steve and Patty Nagano
Janice Nagao
Tatsuo Nagashima
Ayumi Nagata
Mark Nagayama
Nancy Nagayama
Ronak Nair
Irene and Shinji Nakagawa
Roy and Setsuko Nakahara
John and Shirley Nakaki
Norman Nakamura
Coleen Nakamura
James Nakamura
JoAnne Nakamura
Reine Nakamura
Ryoko Nakamura and Timothy Howe
Yoshio C. Nakamura
Roy Nakano
Alina Nakano
Carole Nakano
Erich Nakano and Sandra Viera
Kiyomi Nakano
Kraig Nakano
Tim Nakano
Paul Nakasuji
Takehi and Patricia Nakayama
Lisa and Eric Nakkim
Pavan Nallanchakravathula
Erika Namba
Daryl Narimatsu
Kazuhito Naruse
Ashkan Nasser
Jeselle Natividad
Angela Rizhel Navarro
Lorina Ann Navarro
Miriya Navarro
Jeanne Nelson
Leora Nessim
Ricardo Neto
Chad Nevitt
Kit Newton
Carol and Henry Ng
Howard Ng
Samuel Nghahane
Eliza J. Ngo
Chi Nguyen
Chau and Thu Nguyen
Jim Nguyen
Vv Nguyen and Cameron Levin
Lan Nguyen, Esquire Consulting Inc.
Stacy Nii-Eastly and John Eastly
Johanna Nilsson
Keri Nishi
Jean and Kenneth Nishihara
Diane Nishimoto
Cynthia Nishimoto-Nishida
Natalie and James Nishimura
Ross and Elaine Nishimura
Gail and Robert Nishinaka
Masayuki Nishino
Meredith Nissen
Stephanie Nitahara
Mike Nitate
Amy Niwa
David and Mary Naguchi
Patricia Nomura
Andreas Nordin
Hideko Noriyuki
Jason Novak
Nurse Midwifery Service
Kathryn Oaks
Azusa Oda
Takashi and Suzuko Oda
Dianne and Richard Odagawa
Brendan O'Donnell
Tristan O'Donnell
Ellen Pai
Office of Supervisor Hilda L. Solis
Adam Offitzer
Steven and Shirley Ogata
Mitchell Ogi
Yasuko Ogura
Judith Ogura Fujimoto and Gilbert Fujimoto
Jane Oh
Rosa Oh
Linda Oh
Cindy Ohara
Junzo Ohara
Lily Ohara
Laura Ohls
Yoshi Ono
Michiko Ohye
The Okabe Family
Sharon Okada
Victor Okada and Candace Lao
Wendy Okafuji
Jeffrey Okamoto
Mike Okamura
Shirley Okayama
Hiroko Okazaki
Takashi and Beverly Oki
Ronald Okubo
Michael Okuda
Carolyn and Mak Okuno
David Olson
Roger Omae
Glenn Omatu
Shoichi and Ayumi Ooto
Aileen Otsuka
Carol and Henry Ota
Ken and Donna Ota
William Ota
Keiko Otani
Eric Oto
Ann Otoide
Takahiro Otomo
Larry Otsuka
Celeste Otsu
Chris and Kim Oune
Kelsey Owens
Kevin Oyama
Mitsuko and Charles Ozaki
Michio Ozaki
Pacific Life Foundation
Ryan Padilla
Hea Kyung Pae
Laurie Paguio
Ellen Pai

The Changing Tides event last Sunday went so smoothly. Such a great group of young people.

We belong to the SFVJACC and know how much help you have given our members in their time of need. Your programs and referrals have been very useful. Thank you.
On behalf of my family, we would like to donate in memory of our parents. We would like the monies to go towards helping seniors in the Social Service department. Thank you for all you do for our community.

Phil Pan
Lucia Pape
Colin Parajon
James Park
Jasmine Park
Davis Park and Allison Yoh
Bryan Parker
Eric Pastore
Elizabeth Patcai
Michael Patterson
Maria Paulus
Michael Pelensky
PG&E
Jimmy Pham
Jason Phillips
Miyako Phillips
Nicole Pikulin
Gene and Kazuko Pinkerton
Scott Pipher
Marel Pitter
Carol Quan
Justen Quan
Meaghan Quindlen
Molly Quinlan
Candice Quon
Emily Quon
Karen Quon
Malcolm Quon
Zanda Ra
Irene Rafael
Sabah Rahman
Michael Raimi
Ralphs
Francis Ramos
Shirley Ramos
Kristin Ramsey
Yoshinee Raveendran
Erica Rawles
Sarah Raymond
Sabrina Rebelo Rabello Aronson
Julian Recio
Ashish Reddy
Ann Redpath
Agnes Regeczkey
Shawn Reilly
Retirement Planning Advisors, Inc.
Eve Reynolds
Adrienne Rhodes
Riot Games
Iryll Robbins-Umel
Shannon Robinson
Travis Robinson
Irina Rodela
Paula Rodgers
Carlos Rodriguez Castillo
Kelly Rolfe-Haase
Jaymes Paulo Rombaoa
Gregg Rosenzweig
Bryan Rotunno
Josephine Ruiz-Healy
Adam Rumage
Melanie Russo
Evan Ryan
Ryo Family
Jay Sableoval
Austin Saephan
Deena Sahi
Melanie Sakai
David Sakamoto
Louise Sakamoto
Roy Sakamoto
Susan Sakamoto
B. Sakata
Christopher and Jeanne Au
Sakuma
Tadashi and Geri Sakuma
Sarah Salenger
Kiyana Salkeld
Michael Sameshima
Masatoshi and Barbara Samurai
Trevor San Antonio
Cari Sanders
Paige Sanders
Lucas Santoro
Joao Thiago Santos
James and Melissa Sarashina
Joe Sasaki
Kirk and Traci Sasaki
Sarah Sasaki
Mindy Sato
Frank and Lily Sawai
Justin Sayles
Jason Schaffer
Roselyn Schimerlik
David Schmidt
Elaine Schmidt
Mirella Schnaidman
Shannon Schwartz
McKenneth Scott
Ann-Cathrin Seebeek
Shizue Seigel
SIS Fund
Pamela Sekiguchi
Emiko Selapack
Aylin Selcukoglu
Mithun Selvaratnam
Senshin Buddhist Women’s Association
Mariissa Senzaki
Mary Senzaki
Nan Senzaki
Sharon Senzaki
Lynne Seta
Miya Shaffer
Pari Shah
Katie Shanahan
Dan Shapiro
Samantha Shaw
Anna Sofia Sheppard
Raymond and Sharon Shibata
Diane Shigekawa
Manny Shih
James Shih
Masashi and Yuriko Shikai
Doris Shimabukuro
Haruko Shimabukuro
Kenji Shimada
Jeff and Christine Shimane
Emma Shimano
Bruce and Diane Shimano
Noreen Shimano
Joyce and Randy Takahashi
Hiroko Shimizu
Keto Shimizu
Moto Shimizu
Spencer Shimizu
Grant, Susan, Tim and Craig Shimizu
Sam and Kuniko Shimoguchi
Michael Shimokaji
Jamie Shimomura
Asaki Shindara
Mark Shimimoto
Alan and Jean Shinseki
Shin-Sen-Gumi Foundation
Pauline Shirasu Griffith
Ila Shon
Pearl Shu
Beverly and Henry Shu
Jim, Caroline, Nate and Gabby Simmitt
Jerry and Janice Simmitt
Nathan Singhapok
Harrison Sitorus
Dylan Sittig
Patrick Skittlez
Nina Small
Adam Smith
Alice Smith
Anna Smith
Melodee Smith
Kabuki Snyder
Shana Soltani
Sophorn Son
Evangeline Song
Kayko Sonoda
Erica Sooter
Milad Soufastai
Southland Credit Union
Alexa Spiegel
Donald Spivack
Sai Keerthana Srinivasan
Kirsten Stamm
Roger Stephens and Laura Toriumi Stephens
Nicholas Stilwell
Joan Stonehouse
Anne Rose Strasser
Madalynn Stratton
Naomi Suenaka Derr
William and Ida Sugahiro
Fuku Sugano
Ken and Lily Sugino
Masako Sugiyama
Mitsu and Tosh Sugiyama
N. Jeanne and William Stevenson
Elana Sulzer
Jon Sumner
Josephine Sun
John and Helen Sun
Jack and Marian Sunabe
Mary and John Sunada
Nikki and Dylan Sutton
Milan Suzuki
Kiyoe Suzuki
Lorraine Suzuki
Richard and Noriko Suzuki
Katerina Swanson
The Swinerton Foundation
Scarlet Sy and Eric Olson
Lily Szajnberg-Martinez
Izumi Tachiki and Mark Jones
Kathy and Russell Tagawa
Hope Taglich
Yoshiko Takahashi
Edwin Takahashi
Suiko Takahashi
Eloise Takagi
Susann and George Takaki
Hayahiko and Sumiko Takase
I just wanted to thank you for the wonderful opportunity to coach at Budokan’s basketball camp this summer! It was a really fun & rewarding experience and I hope I can take part in it every year!

Wilbur and Iris Takashima
Eddie and Karen Takata
Yuka Takeuchi
Calvin Tam
Anna Mae Tamaki
Setsu Tamate
Siva Tamilmani
Mari and Randy Tamura
Josephine Tan
Diane Tan and King Cheung
Glenn Tanaka
Bessie Tanaka
Mike Tanaka and Jill Ishida
Gail Tanaka
James and Lilian Tanaka
Mitsuyo Tanaka
Stacey Tanaka
Wes Tanaka
Kirsten Tang
Alice Tang
Ben and Judy Tang
Eunice and Benedicto Tanga
Diana Tani
Dear LTSC, You’re the best! Always such a pleasure being around you. There are so many outstanding ways you help the community – Changing Tides, group sessions for the isolated elderly, food programs, small business assistance, and housing.

Thank you for everything you do to help people and keep our community thriving!

Angie Wei
Virginia Wei
Jeremy Weiner
Naomi Weinstein
Lucas Weiss
Devon Weldon
Gabrielle Westfield
William Wetherell
Emily White
Rachel Whitney
Who What Wear
Harold Wickersham
Fabian Wikstroem
Robert Williams
Stacie Williams
Miranda Wilson
Britney Winthrop
Margot Wohl
Jonathan Wong
Nicole Wong
Stephanie Wong
Carolyn Macaranas
Amanda Wong
Buck Wong
Emily Wong
Lesley and Russell Wong
Michael Wong
Petrina Wong
Rose Wong
Stacy Wong
Suzi Wong
Debbie Santo
Melissa Woods-Coston
Evan Woolley
Derek Wright
Jenny Wu
Melisa Wu
Judy Wu
Shannon Wu
Kristin Wugler
Sarah Xie
Ayako Yamaguchi
Joy Yamaguchi
Carole Yamakoshi
Kathe Yamamoto Fleming
Andrew Yamamoto
Gary and Sandra Yamamoto
Geoffrey and Denise Yamamoto
Gordon and Massumi Yamamoto
Janet Yamamoto Conn cannon
Kai Yamamoto
Karen Yamamoto
Kathy Yamamoto
Koji Yamamoto
Rob and Peggy Yamamoto
Yukiko Yamamoto
Kevin Yamanaka
Carol Yamane
Don and Marilyn Yamane
Scott and Shelley Shinmoto
Staci Yamano and Daniel Kent
Lynn Yamasaki
Donna Yamashiro
Ken and Sandy Yamashiro
Richard and Joyce Yamashita
Linda and Gary Yamachi
T. Yamazaki
Elaine Yamazaki-Sanchez
Michael and Lilly Yanagita
Rachel Yamamoto
Jonathan Yang
Gary and Akemi Yano
Ronald and Julia Yano
Allison Yasukawa
Wii Yatani
Carolyn Yatomi
Pauline and Kenny Yau
Samantha Yeh
Catherine Yen
Janice Harumi and Chao M. Yen
Jason Yip
Phyllis Yogi
Linda Yokoyama
Atsuko Yomogida
Julie and Terry Yoneda
Margaret Yonemura
Matthew Yonemura
Yusako Yoshida
Mark Yoshida
Roseann Yoshida
Joanne Yoshii
Robert Yoshikawa
Brett, Susan, and Riley Yoshimura
Rody and Kathleen Yoshinaka
Richard and Lynn Yoshizumi
Lisa Young
Angela Young
Kaoi Young
Brian YU
Ernest Yu
Stewart Yu
Tong Fong Yu
Jared Yuan-Vogel
Xuan Yue
Winsome Yuen
Sayumi Yuenger
Mika Yukimura
Eileen Yumibe
Jennifer Yun
Sai Ho Michael Yung
Ryoko and Yoshiro Ynouye
Carole Zaima
Travis Zane
Maggie Zhang
Shannon Zhang
Linda Zhen
Sharon Zheng
Jenny Zhu
Shayne Zotti

Every effort is made to include all gifts received in 2021, but if a name has been inadvertently omitted or needs to be corrected, please let us know at 213-473-3030 or donations@LTSC.org.

2021 SUPPORTERS
Members of LTSC’s Honor Grove have pledged to make an annual donation in support of LTSC’s Social Services programs.

**Bonsai Level: 26+ Years of Giving**
Young and Eiko Amano
Anonymous (4)
Shirley Chami and Daniel Kerson
Everett and Gladys Endow
Jerry Fukui
Alex Fukui
Leslie Furukawa and John Hayashi
Richard Quon
Mabel Fujita Harman
Dee A. Hayashi
JD Hokoyama
Patricia Ishida
Dick and Pauline Kaku
Suzy Katsuda
D.K. Kazahaya
Iku Kiriyama
Laura Shiozaki Lee
Dr. Jon and Stephanie Matsunaga
Janet Minami
Marivic A. Miyashita
Jeff and Christine Murakami
Debra Nakatomi and Bob Miyamoto
Eileen Nawa
Alan and Yvonne Nishio
Steven and Shirley Ogata
Janice Osumi
Kitty Sankey
Senshin Buddhist Women’s Association
Paul and Kay Shishima
Kayoshi Shoda
Martin and Karen Tachiki
Glenn Togawa
Keith Umemoto
Drs. David and Donna Uyehara
Gary Uyekawa
Gordon and Massumi Yamamoto
Ken and Sandy Yamashiro
Gary and Akemi Yano

**Pine Level: 11-15 Years of Giving**
Anonymous
Peter Huang
Bruce Iwasaki and Evelyn Yoshimura
Dennis Kobata and Jan Tokumaru
Vien Le
Kathy and Mark Masaoka
Jean and Richard Nishimoto
David and Mary Noguchi
Glenn and Donna Sanada
Edwin Takahashi
Brett, Susan, and Riley Yoshimura

**Maple Level: 6-10 Years of Giving**
Ted Akahori
Anonymous
Dennis Arguelles
Paul Jay Fukushima
Frank and Betty Hiji
Toni and Gary Kitazawa
Dave and Terri Mitani and Family
Sandie and Dean Mochinaga
Erich Nakano and Sandra Viera
Susan Omori
Michael and Margie Odanaka
Tadao Okui
Bradley and Allyson Sakai
Carol Sato
Sam and Kuniko Shimoguchi
George Tanaka
Mark and Vivien Usui
Emily and Dan Weaver

**Bamboo Level: 16-25 Years of Giving**
Don and Lynn Akamine
Anonymous (2)
Jeffrey and Lorraine Dohzen
Glenn Hamanaka and Teresa Itokazu
Seiji and Nell Itahara
Dr. and Mrs. Iwao G. Kawakami
Dawn and Alan Kita
Steve and Akemi Kayleng Knight
Kelvin Lee
Gary and June Masada
Bob and Teresa Matsushima
Jim and Patsy Matsushita
Jeri Okamoto
John Okita and Michiko Yamamoto
Kaz Ota
Lloyd Kajikawa and Silvina Rubinstein
Melodee Smith
Lisa Sugino and Jay Rosenthal
Cooke and Elaine Sunoo
Stacey Tanaka
Mike Tanaka and Jill Ishida
Wes Tanaka
Diana Tani
Kaz and Cynthia Uemura
Marsha and Gary Watanabe
Norman and Nora Yamauchi

**Cherry Level: 1-5 Years of Giving**
Anonymous
Peter Gee
Lisa Hasegawa
Maya Hayashi and Michael Taila
Ken and Suelynn Kambara
Reiko Kondo
Takeshi and Hiroko Matsumoto
Mitsugi Miyakawa
Michiyo Ozaki
Margaret and Ken Shimada
Kira Teshima Conlon
Dahni Tsuboi and Pete Manzo
Brian Niya and Karen Umemoto
Momoyo Wada
Michael Suzuki
Esther Taira
Kelly and Rintaro Takasu
Yuka Takeuchi
George Tanaka
Diana Tani
Chelle Tateishi
Keith Umemoto
Loana Valencia
Emily and Dan Weaver
Lesley and Russell Wong
Rob and Peggy Yamamoto
Catherine Yen
Margaret Yonekura

**LTSC Cornerstones**

LTSC Cornerstones are monthly donors who provide stability for our programs and allow for immediate response to urgent community needs. Thank you to our supporters who made recurring contributions to LTSC in 2021. Join LTSC Cornerstones today by signing up to give monthly at give.ltsc.org/Cornerstones.

Janee Allsman
Anonymous (12)
Akemi Arakaki and Takao Suzuki
Dennis Arguelles
Alicia Burr
Elizabeth Burton
Ben Chida
Samantha de Castro
Jennifer Emmlys
Dante Federici
Masami Fukuvara
Robert Guffin
Glenn Hamanaka
Lisa Hasegawa
Kerin Higa
Meghan Holton
Junko Ido-Graybill
Randall Imai
Rosalyn Kawahira
Carolyn Kobayashi
Oliver Lee
Lori Magallanes
Susan Maki
Cynthia Masada
Gary and June Masada
Charlotte and Vince Matsudaira
Don Matsumoto
Bob and Teresa Matsushima
Robert and Teresa Matsushima
Dee Montelavo
Mike Murase and June Hibino
Nicole Murph
Erika Namba
Mitchell Ogi
John Okita and Michiko Yamamoto
Susan Osa
Ann Otoide
Michael Patterson
Michael Pelensky
Richard Quon
Margaret and Ken Shimada
Michael Shimokaji
Grant Sunoo and Emily Mayeda

**Terasaki Budokan**

Supporters who contributed to the Terasaki Budokan in 2021.
Aihara & Associates Insurance Services Inc.
Yaeko Aihara
Chris and Doug Aihara
Riki Aihara
Caryn Aizawa
Anonymous (11)
Akemi Arakaki and Takao Suzuki
Deanna Atkinson and Haley Rushing
Suzanne and Henry Borenstein
Family
Bea Brown and Chizue Kaku
Chan Giving Fund
Alyson Chang
City of Los Angeles
Mark and Tracey Doi
Edison International
Karina Fernandez
Akira Fujimoto
Cindy and Glenn Fujimoto
Judy and William Fukuda
Fukui Mortuary
Nikkei Women Legacy Association
Randy and Kathy Fujishiro
Karlo Galvez
Go for Broke National Education Center
Viki Goto
Dylan, Ryan, and Jonas Hanami
Mabel Fujita Harman
Jerry and Sue Herbers
Deanne and Keith Herbers
Eric Hernandez
Shirley Hibino
Leslie and Travis Honda
Hoops for Friends
Daniel Huynh
Matsuko and Masao Iriyama
Tamotsu Tom Ito
Noriaki and Janet Ito
Scott Ito and Nan Lee
Ito/Ando Family
Yumi Iwama
JACCom Credit Union

2021 SUPPORTERS
Asians for Miracle Marrow Matches (A3M):

Last year, Be the Match Registry announced that they will not continue partnering with recruitment centers like A3M, and instead have launched a new Asians and Pacific Islander (API) branch of Be the Match to address the need of finding marrow donors for patients of API ancestry. After 30 years of life-saving work, A3M closed at the end of 2021. Thank you to these donors for contributing to the success of A3M’s final year!

Anita and Fred Alamshaw
Anonymous (10)
Aratani Foundation
Asian Health Coalition
Avon Protection
Be The Match Foundation
William Bouler
The Capital Group Companies
Charitable Foundation
Susan Carrier
Christine Chang
Antonio Chew
Pauline Choi
Los Angeles County Supervisor
Janice Hahn 4th District
Patricia Hirata
Byron Hirata
Diane Honda
Christine and Denny Huang
Jami Software
Cailin Kearns
Vien Le
Noriko Lee
Michael Lim
Medtronic
Mr. and Mrs. Sadao Mochidome
Cynthia Nishimoto-Nishida
Patricia Nomura
OCO Club
Michael Patterson
Sabah Rahman
Shannon Robinson
Santa Monica Nikkei Hall Fund
James and Melissa Sarashina
William and Ida Sugahiro
The Swinerton Foundation
Ben and Judy Tang
Unique Plant Rentals Inc.
VMware Foundation
Mark and Ailene Yamaka
Haobo Yu

Changing Tides

Supporters who contributed to Changing Tides in 2021.

Jen Adachi
Mark Affram
Kaitlyn Akiyama
Brandon Alcaraz
Mayra Alcaraz
Nancy Alcaraz
Stephanie Alcaraz
Elizabeth Alcaraz-Cervantes
Lauryn Alejo
Rev Alejo
Anonymous (47)
Ana Anson-Alejo
Mark Araos
Deanna Atkinson and Haley Rushing
Atlas Kardia Foundation
Tiana Austel
Jordan Bellamy
The Boeing Company
Karen Bronson
The California Wellness Foundation
Karen Cameron
Manuel Carrera
Cynthia Chan
The Open Door
Jessica Chang
Sophia Chen
Chevron
Dennis Chow
Dianne Chow
Rick, Kathleen, Timothy and Kaylie Chuman
Sharon Chun Wetterau
Elicia Chung
Elena and Eden Chung
Gina Ciolli
Haven and Chris Davis
Jaelene Decena
Shari Denham
Mark and Tracey Doi
Eagle, Globerman and Kodama Foundation
Andy Endo
David and Debbie Endo
Jade Ferrell
Jetty and Miller Fong
Santino Fortino
John Funakoshi
Leslie Furukawa and John Hayashi
Gloria Gee
Give In May
Anna Glenn
Nancy Hamamoto
Mark Hara
Teryn Hara
Maya Hashimoto
Frank and Betty Hiji
Alan Hino
Bryan Hino
Judge Ernie Hiroshige
Ayumi Nagata
Mike Murase and June Hibino
Noe Montas
Naomi Mizushima
Dave and Terri Mitani and Family
Kris Miranda
Nurse Midwifery Service
Vivian Matsushige
Martha Matsuoka
Glenn Matsumoto
Kaz Matsumoto
Cheryl Masukawa
Marisa Mark
Jonathan Mak
Lizzette Walls
Eric Lui
Mike and Jill Lowery
The Louie Family
Michelle Li
In memory of Kayoko Kaye Ishida
Patricia Ishida
In memory of Rose E. Ito
Lance and Sally Ito
In memory of Rita Kamegai-Karadi
Sharon Kamegai Cocita
In memory of Elso Kanagawa
Jessica Huey
In memory of Fred (Tadashi) Kato
Todd Fujimoto
In memory of Delcey Kawasaki
Anonymous (2)
Louis and Beatrice Danoff
Suzy Katsuda
Alyssa and Noel Kinoshita
Sadie and Augie Medina
Donna Tucker
In memory of Robin Montgomery Kay
Suzy Katsuda
In memory of Alice Kikkawa
Don and Cheryl Kikkawa
In memory of Robert Osami Kikkawa
Anonymous
Michie Kimizuka
Judith Ogura Fujimoto and Gilbert Fujimoto
In memory of Nancy Kikuchi
Bernadette Morales
In memory of Betty Kitabayashi
Mark Shinmoto
In memory of Asao and Yukue Kitani
Harvey Kitani
In memory of Aki Komai
Michael Komai
In memory of Ryoichi Kosaka
Anonymous
Janice Nagao
Eunice and Benedicto Tanga
In memory of Edward Kotani
Leonard and Marsha Young
In memory of Keiko Kuida
Chris and Doug Ahara
Grace Hamada
Jon and Vickee (Ikeguchi) Hasegawa
B. Sakata
Sumi Tsuno
In memory of J.Y. Jack Kunitomi
Dale S. Kunitomi

Memorial Gifts
Donations made to honor the memory of loved ones.

In memory of Tomi Akahori
Ted Akahori

In memory of Alvin and May Arakaki
Clifford and Takako Arakaki
Dolores Avila

In memory of May Arakaki
Anonymous
Paul Inafuku
May Arakaki
Linda and Gary Yamauchi

In memory of Rose and Charles Fujisaki
Anonymous

In memory of Misako Fujisawa
Kimianne and Virgil Thomas

In memory of Emiko Higashi
Komako and Bradley Leland
In memory of Toki Hirai
Anonymous

In memory of Hiroshi E. Hishiki
Cynthia Abrams

In memory of Terry and Bob Hulse
Anonymous

In memory of William Ishibashi
Anonymous

In memory of Kayoko Kaye Ishida
Patricia Ishida
In memory of Yoshinori Takamine
Kitty Sankey

In memory of Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Takeuchi
Anonymous

In memory of Lorraine Hiroko Tani
Anonymous

In memory of Katie Tanijiri
Alice Kaku

In memory of Mary Sayoko Anonymous

In memory of Henry (Hank) Wickersham
Harold Wickersham

In memory of Henry (Hank) Noboru Yamada, D.D.S.
Irene Franklin, Naomi Gourley, Sadie Hifumi, Judy Payne, and Kitty Sankey

In memory of Henry (Hank) Noboru Yamada, D.D.S.
Kayko Sonoda

In memory of Mitsuko Yamamoto
Cheryl, Carole, Norman, Richard, Thea, Dylan and Sher Ling

In memory of Naoko Zumwalt
Anonymous

In memory of Ryan Camarda
Ryan Camarda

In honor of Ryan Camarda
Creedance Kresch
Alan Lin
Do Momo
Ryan Padilla
Phil Pan
Scott Piper
Zanda Ra
Francis Ramos
Julian Recio
Jaymes Paolino Romboa
Gregg Rosenzweig
Jay Sablevale
Mindy Sato
Manny Shih
Patrick Skittlez
Josephine Sun
Grant Taylor
Simon Walter

In honor of Jessica Chang
Angeline Angie
Earl Baylon
Jessica Chang
Jessica Chang
Jim Nguyen
Jimmy Pham
James Shih

In honor of The amazing Changing Tides Crew!
Margaret and Ken Shimada

In honor of Toan Dang
Toan Dang's birthday fundraiser

In honor of George
Jessica Chang

In honor of Girad Journal
Judy Wu

In honor of Dr. Mitch Maki and the Staff of Go For Broke National Education Center
Yoshio C. Nakamura

In honor of Paul Goodman
Cynthia Nishimoto-Nishida
James and Melissa Sarashina

In honor of Nikki Green
Jangmi Hong

In honor of Kirsten Grimm
Kathryn and Donald Grimm

In honor of Brian Hamasaki
Jo Ann Hamasaki

In honor of Alice and Kazuo Ishibashi
Irene Rafael

In honor of Sami Jayne
Sophia Abuda
Trini Agiao
Jenny Bales
Rebecca Burton
Liz Cartojano
Sophia Chang
Meghan Cooper
Jane Douglas
Andrew Ge
Ling Ge
Nancy Hagan
Jason Hoy
Nicole Jane
Sami Jayne
Lauren Jose
Kris Joyce
Kris Joyce
Sachiko Kajiyama
Chad Kennedy
Beari King

In honor of Kevin Nakano
Susie Ling

In honor of Sumie Numaguchi
Anonymous

In honor of Susan Ogawa
Craig and Cindy Ogawa

In honor of Justen Quan
Anonymous

In honor of Courtlyn Shimada
Janette Lee

In honor of Grant Sunoo
Mark and Janet Brown

In honor of Ty Tanioka
Tiana Austel

In honor of Megan Teramoto
SIS Fund

In honor of Monique Tervalon
Sandy Wang

In honor of Malina Tran
Aura Gamez

In honor of Kate Tucci
Brian Flach

In honor of Yua Watadingo
Mark Araos

In honor of Bill Watanabe
Anonymous (2)
Suzanne and Henry Borenstein Family
Mabel Fujita Harman
Christine and Denny Huang

In honor of Emily Weaver
Gisele Goldwater-Feldman

In honor of Dave Yanai
Randy and Kathy Furushiro
Deanne and Keith Herbers
Randy Kitani Family
Ryoichi and Suzuko Kosaka
Alan and Sandra Kosaka
Eric Manabe
Art and Margie Mio
John Nojima
Mark and Raquel Shimizu
Richard Tso
Alan Cathy Kelli Watanabe
Jerry and France Wong
Dave and Saeko Yanai
Garrett Yanai

In honor of Matthew Yonemura
Noe Montas

In honor of Evelyn Yoshimura's service to LTSC
Lloyd Inui

---

**Tribute Gifts**

Donations made in honor of people and their celebrations and milestones.

In honor of Adalyn, Warren, and Elliot
Anonymous

In honor of Heather Blais-Pickering
Heather Blais-Pickering
Danielle Lynn
Danielle Lynn
Tanya Messmer
Wendy Mochizuki
JoAnne Nakamura

In honor of Ryan Camarda
Ryan Camarda

In honor of Jessica Chang
Angeline Angie
Earl Baylon
Jessica Chang
Jessica Chang
Jim Nguyen
Jimmy Pham
James Shih

In honor of The amazing Changing Tides Crew!
Margaret and Ken Shimada

In honor of Toan Dang
Toan Dang's birthday fundraiser

In honor of George
Jessica Chang

In honor of Girad Journal
Judy Wu

In honor of Dr. Mitch Maki and the Staff of Go For Broke National Education Center
Yoshio C. Nakamura

In honor of Paul Goodman
Cynthia Nishimoto-Nishida
James and Melissa Sarashina

In honor of Nikki Green
Jangmi Hong

In honor of Kirsten Grimm
Kathryn and Donald Grimm

In honor of Brian Hamasaki
Jo Ann Hamasaki

In honor of Alice and Kazuo Ishibashi
Irene Rafael

In honor of Sami Jayne
Sophia Abuda
Trini Agiao
Jenny Bales
Rebecca Burton
Liz Cartojano
Sophia Chang
Meghan Cooper
Jane Douglas
Andrew Ge
Ling Ge
Nancy Hagan
Jason Hoy
Nicole Jane
Sami Jayne
Lauren Jose
Kris Joyce
Kris Joyce
Sachiko Kajiyama
Chad Kennedy
Beari King

In honor of Kevin Nakano
Susie Ling

In honor of Sumie Numaguchi
Anonymous

In honor of Susan Ogawa
Craig and Cindy Ogawa

In honor of Justen Quan
Anonymous

In honor of Courtlyn Shimada
Janette Lee

In honor of Grant Sunoo
Mark and Janet Brown

In honor of Ty Tanioka
Tiana Austel

In honor of Megan Teramoto
SIS Fund

In honor of Monique Tervalon
Sandy Wang

In honor of Malina Tran
Aura Gamez

In honor of Kate Tucci
Brian Flach

In honor of Yua Watadingo
Mark Araos

In honor of Bill Watanabe
Anonymous (2)
Suzanne and Henry Borenstein Family
Mabel Fujita Harman
Christine and Denny Huang

In honor of Emily Weaver
Gisele Goldwater-Feldman

In honor of Dave Yanai
Randy and Kathy Furushiro
Deanne and Keith Herbers
Randy Kitani Family
Ryoichi and Suzuko Kosaka
Alan and Sandra Kosaka
Eric Manabe
Art and Margie Mio
John Nojima
Mark and Raquel Shimizu
Richard Tso
Alan Cathy Kelli Watanabe
Jerry and France Wong
Dave and Saeko Yanai
Garrett Yanai

In honor of Matthew Yonemura
Noe Montas

In honor of Evelyn Yoshimura's service to LTSC
Lloyd Inui
Matching Gifts:
Thank you to these companies for matching donations to LTSC in 2021. Thousands of companies "match" employee charitable contributions and volunteer hours with corporate dollars. Learn more at LTSC.org/matchinggifts.

Vehicle Donations
The proceeds from car donations support LTSC’s programs and services. Learn more at LTSC.org/cars.

Legacy Partners:
A dedicated group of donors who have included LTSC in their planned giving. There are many ways to become a Legacy Partner, including naming LTSC in your will, making LTSC a beneficiary of your life insurance policy, or creating a charitable remainder trust. Learn more at LTSC.org/planned-giving.

In-Kind Gifts
In-kind donations greatly add to the success of our fundraising events, which support LTSC’s mission and programs. If you would like to make an in-kind contribution to a future fundraising event, please email donations@LTSC.org.


Anonymous Walter Cabaya and Christina Osumi-Cabaya Christopher Chen Kristy Chin Matthew Kiyotoki Diana and Steven Kurashima Rick and Lonin Lew Robert Lingle Gann Matsuda Randy and Staci Mommie Casey Nelson Arlene Tanigawa-Lustig Sharon Teramura and Nathan Tanaka Wesley Tom Timothy Yamadera Karii Yamamoto Ryoko and Yoshiro Yonouye
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Event Fundraisers:
Fundraising events play an essential role in supporting LTSC's programs and strengthening community ties. We are grateful to all our event sponsors, donors, attendees, and volunteers for making our 2021 fundraisers a success!

Thank you to the sponsors of our Virtual Sake on the Couch Fundraiser!

Honorers
Councilmember Kevin De Leon
Stop AAIP Hate (Manjusha Kulkarni)
Kansha Fund (Chris Inouye)
VIP Sponsor
U.S. Bank
Program Sponsor
Walton Construction Inc.
Daiginjo Super Premium Sponsors
Barker Management Inc.
City National Bank
SoCalGas
Ginjo Premium Sponsors
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
The California Wellness Foundation
Gonsaku and Mine Ito Family
JMorgan Chase & Co.
Kinecta Federal Credit Union
MUF Union Bank
Perfect Parking, Inc.
Keith and Cecelia Terasaki
Junmai Pure Rice Sponsors
Alan and Yvonne Nishio
California Bank & Trust
FHLBank San Francisco
Genesis LA
Japanese American National Museum
Kanai Foundation Fund
Keiro
Kondo Wealth Advisors
Office of Supervisor Hilda L. Solis

Jizake Artisan Sponsors
Aihara & Associates Insurance Services Inc.
Citi Community Capital
Community Development Resource Group
Dauby O’Connor & Zaleski, LLC
Drs. David and Donna Uyehara
East West Players Enterprise
FSY Architects
Japanese American Cultural & Community Center
KIWA Workers For Justice
Kiyohara & Takahashi, CPAs
Kubota Mortuary
LISC
Little Tokyo Towers
Low Income Investment Fund
Onishi & Associates
Sheppard Mullin
Thai Community Development Corporation
Wells Fargo Advisors / Jonathan Tanaka

Community Benefactor
Aratani Foundation
Underwriting Sponsors
U.S. Bank
Nikkei Senior Gardens
Yamate, Iiyama & Moomey Family
Brewyard Beer Company
Papermum Press

Thank you to the sponsors of the 2021 Changing Tides Event, Gratitude!

Diamond Sponsors
Kinecta Federal Credit Union
The Minato Family
Terasaki Family Foundation

Friendship Sponsors
Leslie Furukawa and John Hayashi
Gene and Vickie Kanamori
The Komatsu Family
Dave and Terri Mitani
Alan and Yvonne Nishio
The Shimada Family
Douglas and Isabelle Sugimoto
Dr. Mary Ann Takemoto and Tony Kwan

Gold Sponsors
Anonymous
Los Angeles County Supervisor Janice Hahn 4th District
Kiboh Giving Circle:
Tracey and Mark Doi
Joyce and Glen Komatsu
Sandra and Alan Kosaka
Tami and Nori Nishida
Lorraine and Lee Ouye
Sansei Legacy

Silver Sponsors
Kanai Foundation Fund
Keiro
Donna and George Lee
Drs. David and Donna Uyehara

Thank you to the sponsors of the Terasaki Budokan 2021 Golf Tournament!

Dinner Sponsors
Allen and Sharon Lee
Fukui Mortuary, Inc.

Cart Sponsor
George Sugimoto / KGS Electronics

Gold Sponsor
Aihara & Associates

Silver Sponsors
Kikkawa Family – In honor of Alice and Robert Kikkawa
Hiro Watanabe Foundation

Community Sponsor
Little Tokyo Community Council